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With the growth of information content accessible by web, peer-to-peer and
mobile devices, new approaches to large volume, small value payment are
needed. We describe the NetPay micro-payment protocol that we have ex-
tended from its original pay-per-click for web content to peer-to-peer net-
works and mobile device networks. We outline the key motivation for NetPay,
the basic micro-payment protocol using e-coins and e-wallets, and our three
variants of the protocol for different domains. We conclude with a discussion
of our prototype implementations and evaluations of the NetPay protocol to
date.

1 Introduction

There has been a huge growth in on-line content over the past ten years. This
includes web content shared by client-server architectures e.g. newspapers,
music, video, blogs, and a wide range of net communities. It also includes peer-
to-peer communities to share information, music, videos, code and personal
information. Mobile devices have become a common way to want to access
this information.

Existing payment approaches for web-based content providers typically
use macro-payment protocols i.e. credit cards or digital money. This is heavy-
weight and expensive for very large numbers of very small value transactions
so typically web sites utilize subscription or pay-for-volume models. These are
sub-optimal for users wanting to use small fraction of the content paid for.
They are also problematic if users want to use a large number of vendors (sell-
ers) of content. Peer-to-peer networks for sharing information suffer a quite
different but related problem, or lack of participation (sharing of content)
by many peers. Enforcing sharing models is typically problematic and expen-
sive and do not typically extend beyond single communities. Mobile devices
used to purchase large volumes of small value content similar suffer problems
of web-based systems, but also related connectivity and participatory issues
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found in peer-to-peer networks. Identity, privacy and security are problems in
all domains where a level of anonymity is desired (or even required) by users
but over-spending and fraud must be prevented.

We have developed NetPay, a micro-payment protocol for very large vol-
ume, small value transactions. A NetPay e-wallet and e-coins can be used
for multiple vendor sites. The protocol uses one-way hashing for efficiency
and it is an anonymous, off-line protocol not requiring point-of-failure and
performance-reducing on-line central payment servers. We have recently ex-
tended the basic web-oriented NetPay protocol to the peer-to-peer and mobile
commerce domains. In mobile networks NetPay must cope with the different
characteristics of connectivity. In peer-to-peer networks NetPay must cope
with the different dynamics of the vendor/customer (buyer/seller) relation-
ship. We motivate the need for micro-payment systems with a concrete ex-
ample in the following section, along with a survey of existing approaches to
micro-payment in the web, peer-to-peer and mobile domains. We then describe
each protocol in turn the basic NetPay web-oriented protocol; the peer-to-
peer content sharing protocol, and the mobile commerce-oriented protocol.
We discuss advantages and disadvantages of our approaches and outline key
areas for future research.

2 Motivation

Consider an e-greeting card site. This wants to sell e-greeting cards and related
content on a per-card basis. In a traditional greeting card vendor both parties
have numerous advantages: the buyer is anonymous and can use small cash
transactions; the buyer pays only for what they use when they use it; and
supplier is guaranteed payment (receiving cash or authorized debit or credit
card payment). Disadvantages include limited volume and customer market
due to physical cards, premises and payment processing. The e-greeting card
company would ideally like to preserve the advantages of traditional payment
approaches but with the inherent advantages of digital greeting cards and
much larger potential customer base.

Traditional macro-payment systems provide disadvantages for the e-greeting
card site and their customers. These include problems with having to take
heavy-weight credit-card transactions, including a pay-per-transaction model,
low performance due to use of a central authorization server, possible down
time of this authorization server, and the overhead of large numbers of very
small value transactions. Making customers use a subscription model is a
disincentive for them as they may only want to produce a small number of
e-greeting cards but have to pay for various services they do not require.
Monthly billing of usage of the customer is risky for the e-greeting card site
as the customers credit card may have become invalid when billed. Some cus-
tomers may not want to be identified by the e-greeting card provider and
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credit card and other e-money transactions are not anonymous like physical
greeting cards.

A micro-payment approach should several potential advantages to seller
and buyer. Payment may be anonymous for the buyer and large numbers of
e-greetings can be bought for very small value. The buyer pays for only what
they need and the seller is assured of payment with up-front fraud detection.

Consider a variation of the above with an e-greeting card provider with the
sellers using mobile devices to send and receive e-greeting cards. The provider
wants to provide low value, high volume content in the mobile application
space e.g. greeting cards via TXT, MMS or conventional web delivery, perhaps
with rich content like sound, moving graphics and so on. Various approaches
for payment exist from free, pay-by-advertising, to macro-payment via sub-
scription, to debiting via the mobile network providers billing mechanisms.
All of these have disadvantages of expense and pay-for-not-using (macro-
payment/subscription); inconvenience (in-situ advertising); and clipping the
ticket additional expense (mobile provider billing system). Micro-payment of-
fers support for very low-cost, very high-volume content (e.g. even pay per
image/sound in content of e-card).

Consider a peer-to-peer network on which e-greeting cards are designed
(sold) and used (bought) by community members, for example in the Second
Life immersive reality system. In this domain a quite different dynamic exists
between vendors (sellers) and customers (buyers), where ideally a community
spirit would develop with mutual buying and selling of content. Unfortunately
in many peer-to-peer networks a few vendors/sellers are dominating by much
larger base of customers/buyers. This may work if real money is used to pay for
content, but the community breaks down if too many free-loaders dominate.
Micro-payment offers an interesting way of encouraging contribution via token
exchange (e-coins) which may or may not be translated into real money.

Key requirements for Client-server, P2P and Mobile micro-payment sys-
tems are generally agreed to be [19, 20]:

• Security of the electronic coins (e-coins) from both fraud and double-
spending by customers

• Ideally anonymous like traditional cash the vendor has no idea who the
customer is

• Transferability:
– Vendor-transferable e-coins allowing customers to buy coins from a

broker and spend at many different e-commerce sites
– The recipient of a coin can spend that coin with other peers without

having to contact the issuer.
• Off-line processing of payments i.e. no on-line bank authorization server

needed by vendor or client during payment processing, and highly scalable
architecture to support very large numbers of clients concurrently using a
vendor site with low-impact on vendor site efficiency
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Several micro-payment systems have been developed that are based on the
Payword-based micro-payment protocol [12]. These systems can be classified
as credit-based and debit-based. Payword [12] is an off-line credit-based sys-
tem. The customer only needs to contact the broker at the beginning of each
certificate lifetime in order to obtain a new-signed certificate. The system aims
to minimize the number of public key operations required per payment using
hash operations instead whenever possible. It is a credit-based scheme where a
users account is not debited until some time after the purchases that he or she
made. This unfortunately provides more opportunities for fraud since a large
number of purchases can be made against an account with insufficient funds.
NMP [18] is a credit-based protocol that improves the fairness for customers
from the Payword protocol. These Payword-based micro-payment systems do
share a key disadvantage - they are all vendor specific. The e-coins (paywords)
in these systems are only usable at one vendor and have no value for any other
vendor. E-coupons [16] is a credit-based, off-line scheme that allows customers
to pay for services from a variety of devices, not requiring users to re-register
each device. It uses a delegation approach and a SPKI/SDSI multi-seed cer-
tificate [17] to ensure security of the payword chain and low-overhead hashing
functions rather than public-key encryption. Unfortunately the paywords are
again vendor-specific and the protocol complex to implement.

There are a number of recent Peer-to-Peer-oriented micro-payment sys-
tems such as PPay [11], WhoPay [9], and Cpay [10]. Most existing Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) micro-payment technologies proposed or prototyped to date suffer
from problems with communication overheads, dependence on on-line brokers,
lack of scalability, and lack of coin transferability. Transferability improves
anonymity and performance of the systems, but complicates the security is-
sues. A novel concept of floating and self-managed currency is introduced by
PPay [11], so that each peers transaction does not involve any broker. The
coins can float from one peer to another peer and the owner of a given coin
manages the currency itself, except when it is created or cashed. WhoPay [9] is
a scalable and anonymous payment system for P2P environments and inherits
the basic architecture of PPay. Coins have the same life cycle as in PPay and
are identified by public keys. A user purchases coins from a broker and spends
them with other peers. These other peers may decide whether to spend the
coin with another peer or to redeem them with the broker. Coins must be
renewed periodically to retain their value. Coins are renewed or transferred
through their coin owners if they are online or through the broker. CPay [10]
exploits the heterogeneity of the peers. CPay is a debit based protocol. The
broker is responsible for the distribution and redemption of the coins and
the management of eligible peers called a Broker Assistant (BA). The Broker
does not participate in any transaction, only the payer, payee and the BA is
involved. The BA is the eligible peer which the payer maps to and is responsi-
ble for checking the coin and authorization of the transaction. Every peer will
have a BA to check its transaction. CPay offers anonymity so that the BA
peer will not know who the payee is where as in Group CPay as the number
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of peer escalates, the broker workload increases to overcome this, many BA
peers will be responsible for one transaction.

Various micro-payment protocols that have been specifically designed for
selling information goods on the Internet have been reused and further devel-
oped to support wireless communication device-based payment [13, 14, 15].
Huang and Chen [13] proposed a micro-payment system for use on mobile
phones using secret-key certificates. The signature of this model is an elec-
tronic payment token which must contain a number to indicate its value and
its recipient name like a cheque in the real world. Mobile-Millicent [14] protocol
uses the Millicent micro-payment scheme originally developed for web-based
micro-payment transactions. Mobile-Millicent is based on two scrips which
are specific to Vendor and may be validated by a Broker namely the broker
scrip and vendor scrip. Zhu [15] protocol uses payment tokens that are based
on hash chain constructions. A mobile user attaches to the network through
an access network operator and releases a stream of micro-payment token to
pay all the vendors as he/she continues to make purchases. The connection
may pass through one or more other network operators before reaching the
destination vendor.

3 NetPay Micro-payment Protocol for E-commerce in
Client-server Networks

We have developed a micro-payment protocol called NetPay that provides a
secure, cheap, widely available, and debit-based protocol for an off-line micro-
payment system in client-server networks [1]. NetPay differs from previous
Payword-based protocols by using touchstones that are signed by the bro-
ker and an e-coin index signed by vendors, which are passed from vendor to
vendor. The signed touchstone is used by a vendor to verify the electronic
currency and the signed index is used to prevent double spending from cus-
tomers and to resolve disputes between vendors. In this section, we outline
the key transactions used in our NetPay protocol.

There are a number of cryptography and micro-payment terminologies
used in the NetPay micro-payment protocol. A brief definition of these key
terminologies are given as follows:

1. One-way Hash Function the one-way hash function MD5 (Message Di-
gest) used in the NetPay implementation is an algorithm that has two
key properties. It seems impossible to give an example of hash function
used in hash chain in a form of normal functions in mathematics. The
difficulties include:
a) The value of a mathematical function is a real or complex number (a

data value for hash function);
b) It is always possible to compute the set for a given y for a mathemati-

cal function h (not satisfying the two properties of the hash function).
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2. Payword Chain A payword chain is generated by using a one way hash
function. Suppose we want to generate a payword chain which contains
ten paywords (i.e. e-coins). We need to randomly pick a payword seed
W11 and then compute a payword chain by repeatedly hashing

W10 = h(W11), W9 = h(W10), · · · , W1 = h(W2), W0 = h(W1)

where h(.) is a hash function such as MD5 and W0 is the root for the chain.
The MD5 algorithm is one of the series of messages in hash algorithms
and involves appending a length field to a message and padding it up to
a multiple of 512 bit blocks. This means that every payword Wi is stored
as a 32 length string in a database. A payword chain is going to be used
to represent a set of E-coins in the P2P-NetPay system.

3. E-coin An e-coin is a payword element such as W1 or W10. The value of
a payword e-coin might be one cent but could be some other value.

4. E-wallet An e-wallet is used to store e-coins and send e-coins to a vendor
paying for information goods, i.e. it shows one or more payword chains.

5. Touchstone(T) A touchstone is a root W0 and is used to verify the pay-
words W1, W2,· · ·, W10 by taking the hash of the paywords in order W1
first [h(W1)= W0], then W2[h(h(W1))= W0], and so on. This is used to
verify the e-coins are valid i.e. have not been forged.

6. Index(I) An index is used to indicate the current spent amount of each
e-coin (payword) chain. For example if you have spent 2cs (W1, W2) to
buy an information goods, the current index value is 3 in the previous
example of a chain W1· · · W10.

3.1 NetPay Transactions

Suppose an e-greeting card site wants to use the NetPay micro-payment sys-
tem to sell e-greeting cards on a per-card usage basis. The system involves
four parties a NetPay broker site; e-greeting card or e-music vendor sites; cus-
tomer PCs; and a bank macro-payment system. Customers can be classified as
registered customers and unregistered customers. Only registered customers
can buy e-coins from a broker’s site and use their NetPay e-wallet to click-
buy an e-greeting card from an e-greeting card site. Both types of customers
can search and view e-greeting cards on-line. Initially a customer accesses the
broker’s web site to register and acquire a number of e-coins from the broker
(bought using a single macro-payment). The broker then creates an e-wallet
that includes the e-coin ID, touchstone, and e-coins for the customer. This
e-wallet may reside on the client PC (via a special application or browser
cookies) or be passed server-side to vendor servers.

The customer browses the home page of the e-greeting card web site and
finds a desired e-greeting card to buy. Each e-greeting card will typically have
a small cost e.g. 5-20c, and the customer would typically buy a number of
these. When wishing to send the e-greeting card, the customer clicks on the
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send button and the vendor system debits the customer’s e-coins by e.g. 10c
(by taking 1, 2 or more e-coins from their payword chain, depending on the
monetary value of each, up to 10c in value).

The e-greeting system verifies that the e-coin provided by the customer’s
e-wallet is valid by use of a touchstone obtained once only from the broker. If
the payment is valid (coin is verified and sufficient credit remains), the card
is sent to the receiver. The customer may browse other e-greeting cards, their
coins being debited (the index of spent coins incremented) each time an e-
greeting card is sent. If coins run out, the customer is directed to the brokers
site to buy more. The e-greeting system keeps copies of the spent e-coins.

When the customer changes to another online vendor e.g. an e-music site
(or another kind of vendor using the same e-coin broker currency), the new
vendor site first requests the current e-coin touchstone information from e-
greeting’s vendor site. The e-music vendor contacts the e-greeting vendor to
get the e-coin touchstone and spent coin index and then debits coins for further
e-music.

When the e-greeting vendor system is down, a backup server in the system
sends the e-coin ID, the touchstone, and the index to the broker. The e-music
vendor could also contact the broker to get the e-coin touchstone and the spent
e-coin index. At the end of each day, the vendors all send the spent e-coins
to the broker, redeeming them for real money (done by macro-payment bank
transfer from the broker to vendor accounts).

We have designed two kinds of e-wallets to manage e-coins in the NetPay
system [4]. One is hosted by vendor servers and is passed from vendor to
vendor as the customer moves from one site to another. The second is a client-
side application resident on the clients PC. The following sub-sections briefly
outline the communication architectures used to realize these two NetPay
micro-payment approaches.

Server-side E-wallet

Some people prefer to access the Internet from multiple computers (e.g. a
business person who often travels around). A Server-side hosted e-wallet is
suitable for these people. The server-side e-wallet is stored on the vendor
server and is transferred from the broker to each vendor when required.

Initially a customer accesses the broker’s web site to register and buy a
number of e-coins from the broker (1) using a single macro-payment (2). The
broker saves an E-wallet that includes the e-coin chain. When the customer
wishes to purchase greeting cards from the e-greeting site (3), the e-greeting
site sends a request to the Broker and the broker sends the customer’s e-
wallet and T and I to e-greeting site (4) and then the e-greeting site debits
and verifies the e-coins by using T and I (5). If the payment is valid, the
greeting card is sent to the destination (6). The customer may purchase other
greeting cards, their coins being debited. If coins run out, the customer is
directed to the broker’s site to buy more. When the customer changes to the
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Fig. 1. Server-side e-wallet NetPay basic interactions between the parties

e-music vendor site (7), the e-music site requests the e-wallet and T and I
from the e-greeting site and then debits e-coins for further e-music (9). At the
end of each day, the vendors send all the spent e-coins to the broker redeeming
them (10) for real money (11).

In this model, each customer’s e-wallet held on the server-side and passed
from vendor to vendor, reducing communication overhead to the customer
client PC and allowing the customer to use the e-wallet from different ma-
chines. However this approach requires the customer to log into each vendor
site initially which may become annoying.

Client-side E-wallet

Some people prefer to access the Internet using one machine (e.g. those who
stay home most of the time or access sites from a single work PC only). A
Client-side e-wallet is more suitable for these kinds of customers. The client-
side e-wallet is an application running on the client PC that holds e-coin
information.

Initially a customer accesses the broker’s web site to register and buy a
number of e-coins from the broker (1) using a single macro-payment (1). The
broker sends an e-wallet that includes the e-coin chain to the customer (3).
When the customer wishes to purchase greeting-cards from the e-greeting ven-
dor site (4), the e-greeting system sends a purchase request to the customer’s
e-wallet (5) and the e-wallet sends e-coins to the e-greeting site (6). Then the
e-greeting site gets T and I from the broker (7) and verifies the e-coins (8).
If the payment is valid, the e-greeting card is sent to the receiver (9). The
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customer may purchase other greeting-cards, their coins being debited. When
the customer changes to the E-music vendor site (10), the e-music system first
requests the current e-coin I and T from the e-greeting site and then debits
e-coins for further e-music (11). At the end of each day, the vendors send all
the spent e-coins to the broker redeeming them (12) for real money (13).

Customers can buy greeting-cards and e-music using the client-side e-
wallet at different sites without the need to log in after the e-wallet appli-
cation is downloaded to their PC. Their e-coins are resident on their own PC
and so access to them is never lost due to network outages to one vendor. The
e-coin debiting time is slower for a client-side e-wallet than the server-side
e-wallet due to the extra communication between vendor application server
and customer PC’s e-wallet application. We have implemented a variant of
this approach using browser cookies to temporarily hold part of a customer’s
e-wallet supporting faster repeated spends at a single vendor site.

3.2 NetPay Architectures

We developed a software architecture for implementing NetPay-based micro-
payment systems for thin-client web applications that used hard-coded vendor
facilities for micro-payment [2] and component-based NetPay vendor services,
supporting much more easily and seamlessly reused vendor server-side NetPay
functionality [3, 6]. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3. The vendor web
sites (e-greeting or e-music) provide a web server and possibly a separate
application server, depending on the web-based system architecture they use.
The vendor web server pages provide content that needs to be paid for and
each access to these pages require one or more e-coins from the customers
E-wallets in payment. In our architecture vendor application server accesses
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the Broker application server to obtain touchstone information to verify the e-
coins being spent and to redeem spent e-coins. They communicate with other
vendor application servers to pass on e-coin indexes and touchstones.
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Fig. 3. Basic NetPay software architecture in client-server networks

Vendors may use quite different architectures and implementation tech-
nology. In the example above, Vendor #1 uses a web server with Perl-
implemented CGI scripts, C++-implemented application server and rela-
tional database. Vendor #2 uses a J2EE-based architecture with J2EE server
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providing Java Server Pages (web user interface services) and Enterprise Java
Beans (application server services), along with a relational database to hold
vendor data.

4 P2P-NetPay for Content Sharing in Peer-to-peer
Networks

A peer-to-peer architecture is a network where one peer exchanges resources
with other peers as required without heavy use of a central server. A Central
Indexing Server (CIS) is used to index all users who are currently online.
This server does not host any content itself but provides support for peers to
locate content from other peers. Queries on the index server are used to find
other connected peers with content required and inform peers where to find
the requested content. The peers will attempt to establish a connection with
the computer hosting the information requested. In peer-to-peer applications,
there is no any clear distinction between vendors and customers. There are
simply peers which can be vendors or customers or both.

P2P applications enable users to exchange content over P2P networks.
The success of these systems depend on users’ willingness to share computing
resources and exchange content. Napster [23] was designed to help its users to
trade music files, however, P2P applications could exchange any kind of digital
document. The file sharing is free by peers in most current P2P systems. Since
peers do not benefit from serving files to others, many users decline to provide
services to others. This emerging phenomenon of selfish individuals in P2P
systems is known as the free-rider problem. There is a trend towards charging
for every file download in order for peers make direct profit from files they
upload [24]. As an alternative approach consider micro-payment coins being
used as tokens in a P2P network. A customer (requesting) peer can spend
tokens at a vendor (supplying) peer using e-coins. The P2P system broker can
be used to encourage supplying as well as requesting using redeemed e-coins
to track and possibly balance supplying and requesting behaviour.

4.1 P2P-NetPay transactions

To support this approach we introduce requesting peers (R-peers) and supply-
ing peers (S-peers) in our protocol. Based on the client-side e-wallet NetPay
protocol which is discussed in Subsect. 3.1, we proposed an adaption to a
P2P-NeyPay protocol that is suitable for P2P-based network environments
[5]. P2P-NetPay protocol is a off-line system and uses touchstones that are
signed by the CIS which is the broker in NetPay protocol and an e-coin index
signed by requesting peers. In this section, we describe the key transactions
in P2P-NetPay protocol in P2P networks.

Initially an R-peer accesses the CIS’s web site to register and buy a num-
ber of e-coins from the CIS (1) using a single macro-payment (2). The CIS
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Fig. 4. P2P-NetPay basic interactions between the parties

sends an e-wallet that includes the e-coin chain to the R-peer (3). The R-peer
searches the interesting files which are allocated on the S-peer1 with CIS and
purchases files from S-peer1 (4), the S-peer1 system sends a purchase request
to the R-peer (5) and the e-wallet sends e-coins and T and I to the S-peer1
system (6). Then S-peer1 verifies the e-coins (7). If the payment is valid, the
R-peer downloads the files from S-peer1 (8). The R-peer may purchase other
files, their coins being debited. When the R-peer changes to S-peer2, S-peer2
system debits e-coins for further music file downloading (9). At the end of
each day, the peers send all the spent e-coins to the CIS redeeming them (10)
for real money (11).

Good P2P community behaviour can be encouraged or even enforced by
the CIS. This can monitor amount of requesting vs providing and limit re-
quests if provision insufficient. As suppliers redeem e-coins daily the CIS can
limit amount of e-coins that can be purchased based on prior request/supply
behaviour. Real money and a real bank may not necessarily be involved the
currency could be nominal or fictitious e.g. Second Life or other P2P network
currency.

4.2 P2P-NetPay Architecture

We developed a software architecture for implementing P2P-NetPay micro-
payment system supporting P2P-based network environments for purchasing
information goods. The transactions involve three key parties: the CIS (Bro-
ker) server, the requesting peer (R-peer) server, and the provider peer (S-peer)
servers. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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The CIS provides a database holding all peer’s information, generated
coins and payments, redeemed coins and macro-payments made (buying coins
and redeeming money to peers). The CIS application server provides a set of
CORBA interfaces peer servers communicate with to request touchstones and
redeem e-coins. We chose to provide CORBA interfaces for peers to commu-
nicate with the CIS for language and platform independence and the flexibil-
ity to add desired authentication and encryption mechanisms. The CIS web
server provides a point of access for peers to buy e-coins and search for files
which are allocated in other peers.

When buying e-coins the CIS’s application server generates the peer’s e-
wallet (cached e-coin information). When purchasing information using micro-
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payment, the peer’s server accesses e-coin information using the peer’s e-
wallet. The P2P-NetPay peer provides a small server and possibly a web
server, depending on the peer’s system architecture they use. The P2P-NetPay
peer servers provide content that could be downloaded by other peers and
needs to be paid for and each download to these files require one or more
e-coins from the peers’ e-wallets in payment.

In our architecture P2P-NetPay peer server accesses the CIS application
server to obtain touchstone information to verify the e-coins being spent and to
redeem spent e-coins. P2P-NetPay peer may use quite different architectures
and implementation technology. P2P-NetPay peer could use a simple socket-
based architecture along with a relational database to hold P2P-NetPay peer
data.

5 Mobile-NetPay for Mobile Commerce in Wireless
Networks

With the growth of mobile computing technologies, the popularity of mobile
devices such as mobile phone, PDAs has increased over the past few years. A
wide range of software applications can be deployed on these mobile terminals
and can communicate with other applications or information systems through
a wireless network. A mobile device user could carry out the following tasks
using a mobile device: (1) Purchasing images, music clips, wallpapers and
ring-tones; (2) sending e-greeting cards to others; and (3) accessing various
information sources for weather, shopping, tourism etc.

5.1 Mobile-NetPay Transactions

A Mobile-NetPay protocol based on the client-side e-wallet was designed for
wireless network environments [8]. The problem with this approach is that
mobile-users must download an e-wallet application software from a broker.
This is not always suitable for mobile-phone users to buy music clips, wallpa-
pers and ring-tones online due to the great variability of mobile devices.

Based on the server-side e-wallet NetPay, a new Mobile-NetPay protocol
uses touchstones that are signed by the Service Provider (Network Operator)
which could be a broker and an e-coin index signed by vendors. The e-wallet is
stored on the vendor server and is transferred from the broker to each vendor
when required. In this section, we describe the key transactions in the new
Mobile-NetPay protocol.

Initially a mobile-user sends a request to the Service Provider (SP) and
buys a number of e-coins from the SP (1). SP debits money from the mobile-
user’s account to pay for the e-coins and generates e-coins which are saved in
an e-wallet (2). When the mobile-user wishes to purchase e-music from the
e-music vendor site (3), the e-music site sends a request to the SP and the
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Fig. 6. Mobile-NetPay basic interactions between the parties

mobile-user’s e-wallet and T and I are sent to e-music site (4). Then the e-
music site debits and verifies the e-coins by using T and I (5). If the payment
is valid, the mobile-user downloads the music to the mobile device (6). The
mobile-user may purchase other music, their coins being debited. When the
mobile-user changes to the e-greeting vendor site (7), the site first requests
the e-wallet, current e-coin validating information from the e-music site (8)
and then debits e-coins for further e-greeting cards (9). At the end of each
day, the vendors send all the spent e-coins to the broker redeeming them (10)
for real money (11).

5.2 Mobile-NetPay Architectures

As discussed in Subsect. 3.2, we initially developed a software architecture for
implementing NetPay-based micro-payment systems for thin-client web ap-
plications that used hard-coded and J2EE-based vendor facilities for micro-
payment. We have extended this work to develop component-based Mobile-
NetPay vendor services, supporting vendor server-side Mobile-NetPay func-
tionality.

Fig. 7 shows the architecture used in Mobile-NetPay system. There are
four main parties playing the main roles Broker, e-greeting card, e-music and
the mobile-users. Service provider could be a broker for debiting money from
mobile-user account; generating e-coins and redeeming e-coins for vendors.
Vendors have mobile-based browsing on the client side for Mobile-NetPay
payments. Mobile browsing has built upon WML scripting technology and
WAP technology. All the mobile browsing is done via the WAP Gateway
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Fig. 7. Mobile-NetPay Micro-payment Architecture in Mobile Networks

which handles the entire mobile interface trans-coding. WAP gateway server
is to convert WAP data to http compatible data.

The Vendor web server pages provide greeting-cards or e-music that needs
to be paid for and each access to these pages require one or more e-coins from
the mobile-users’ e-wallets in payment. In our architecture Vendor Java EE
application server accesses the Service Provider Java EE application server
through Java RMI protocol (JRMP) to obtain touchstone information to
verify the e-coins being spent and to redeem spent e-coins. They communicate
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with other vendor Java EE application servers to pass on e-wallets, indexes
and touchstones.

Vendors use a Java EE-based architecture with Java EE Application Server
providing Java Server Pages with WML (mobile-user interface services) and
Enterprise Java Beans (application server services). In the application server
tier, the processes can be separated on different server machines having
the capabilities of multi-tasking and multi-threading for high usage perfor-
mance. The Enterprise server also has the capability of multi-threading for
the database connections which can run 100 users request simultaneously as
configured in the system. Vendor systems could use Microsoft SQL Server
2000 database server for Enterprise Information System (EIS) tier.

6 Discussion

In this section, we compare the features of our P2P-NetPay and Mobile-
NetPay protocols with other micro-payment protocols. We compare P2P-
NetPay and Mobile-NetPay protocols characteristics to a number of other
well-known micro-payment systems and some more recent micro-payment sys-
tems. The comparison criteria we have used below are based on the key re-
quirements identified in Sect. 2: an easy-to-use micro-payment system; secure
electronic coins; transferable e-coins between vendors; anonymity of customer
at vendors; robust, low performance impact with off-line micro-payment sup-
ported; and architecture is scalable for very large number of customers and
low-value transactions.

6.1 P2P Micro-payment Systems Comparison

Our comparison is for the scenario of peers downloading useful files or other
content from other peers, and a Centre Index Server which includes the micro-
payment brokers. Table 1 lists the results of our requirements satisfaction
comparison for our P2P-NetPay protocol with several other micro-payment
systems in the P2P domain.

In the PPay downtime protocol, the broker must be on-line when the peers
wish to re-assign the coins and the broker has to check when peers came back
on-line. In order to avoid the above problems, a concept of layered coins is used
in the PPay protocol. The layered coins are used to float the coins from one
peer to another. Each layer represents a reassignment request and the broker
and the owner of the coins can peel off all the layers to obtain all the neces-
sary proofs. The layered coins introduce a delay to the fraud detection and
the floating coins growing in size. WhoPay presents anonymity, fairness and
transferability. However it is not economical for very high-volume, low-cost
transactions because it uses a heavy-weight public key encryption operation
per purchase. CPay prevents double spending timely and it is an offline sys-
tem. The performance will not be extremely high as there is involvement of the
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BAs in every transaction. It is also not economical since it uses heavy-weight
algorithms to do consistent hashing to find the mapping BA for a peer. In
Tokens as Micropayment (TaM) system [21], each token symbolizes a specific
amount of money. Peers use tokens to pay for downloading files. In order to
prevent double spending for each peer in the P2P system there requires a set
of third peers - account holder set which keep track of the tokens issued to a
peer and tokens spent by the peer. Before a service session begins, the request-
ing peer discloses to the provider the IDs of the tokens the requesting peer
intends to spend for downloading files. The provider peer can check if these
tokens are valid. To avoid that the requesting peer double spends the tokens
in a parallel transaction, account holders will mark these tokens as intended
to be spent. The account holders are online. A token is not anonymous in
TaM because its main purpose is to provide accountability in a P2P system.

P2P-NetPay [7] is an offline protocol with the broker only involved when
purchasing and redeeming e-coins or verifying touchstone when requester first
contacts a new supplier. Since only the broker knows the mapping between
the pseudonyms (IDc) and the true identity of a R-peer, the protocol protects
the peer’s privacy. The protocol prevents peers from double spending and any
internal and external adversaries from forging. Transferability is an important
criterion which improves anonymity and performance of the P2P systems. The
e-coin chain in P2P-NetPay protocol is transferable between S-peers to enable
R-peers to spend e-coins in the same coin chain to make numbers of small
payments to multiple S-peers. P2P-NetPay supports transferability between
S-peers without extra actions on the part of the R-peer and the broker.

6.2 Mobile Micro-payment Systems Comparison

Our comparison is for the scenario of a mobile user purchasing an on-line
e-greeting card, e-greeting vendors, and micro-payment brokers which reside
on the mobile Service Provider system. Table 2 lists the results of this re-
quirements satisfaction comparison for our Mobile-NetPay protocol with these
other payment systems.

Huang’s Protocol [13] is a fully-online approach. The payment token is
vendor-specific and has no value to other vendors. Mobile-Millicent protocol
[14] is semi-online; mobile user has to be connected to the broker (online) in
order to be able to make further purchase and payment to a new or different
or next vendor. The vendor scrip is vendor-specific and has no value to other
vendors though the new scrip returned to the mobile user from the first ven-
dor after the initial purchase can be used for further transaction payments
to the same vendor. Zhu’s protocol [15] is an off-line system for the broker,
but it is almost an on-line micro-payment system for the network operator.
The network operator needs to generate a corresponding endorsement hash
for every payword chain, which is sent by a mobile user. Then network opera-
tor sends the valid paywords and the corresponding endorsement paywords to
the vendor in every transaction. The e-coin in the system is user and vendor
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Table 1. Comparison of P2P micro-payment methods

System
property

CPay PPay WhoPay TaM P2P-NetPay

Security High, de-
tects double
spending
timely

Medium,
floating coins
introduces
delay in fraud
detection

High Medium,
the forging
of tokens is
still possible

Medium+,
prevents
double
spending by
using index

Anonymity High Low, Peers
anonymity not
supported

High Low, Peers
anonymity
not sup-
ported

High

Transfer-
ability

High, the
recipient of
a coin can
spend with
other peers
through
BAs

High, the
recipient of a
coin can spend
with other
peers by using
layered coins

High, the
recipient of
a coin can
spend with
other peers
by using
public key
operation
per purchase

Medium,
the tokens
can be spent
to many
P-peers with
the account
holders

Medium,
an e-coin
chain of
R-peer can
be spent
at many
S-peers

Low
perfor-
mance
impact
and
robust

Offline for
broker but
BA peers
are almost
Online,
the system
contacts BA
during every
transaction

Online down-
time protocol.
Floating coins
growing in size
affects the per-
formance which
causes delay in
transactions

Online
downtime
protocol, use
of public key
operation
on every
transaction

The account
holders are
Online

Offline, R-
peers only
communi-
cate with
S-peers

specific. Extended Self-Renewal Hash Chains scheme (BSRHC) [22] is an on-
line micro-payment scheme based on SRHC and provide secure and fairness
features for mobile commerce. In the protocol, the mobile user and the ven-
dor must accomplish the identity authentication, and establish session key.
The vendor requests broker to check whether mobile user’s account balance
exceeds price of the information services to prevent mobile user overdrawing.
After authentication and verification are passed, mobile user and the vendor
negotiate a secure one-way hash function for payment. Mobile user transmits
the values of n hash chain nodes to the vendor as paywords. The vendor
replies n units of information services. The scheme is fit for the long-term and
frequent micro-transaction between mobile users and the same vendor.
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Table 2. Comparison of the Mobile Micro-payment Models

Characteri-
stics or
features

Huang’s
Protocol

Mobile-
Millicent
protocol

Zhu’s Proto-
col

BSRHC Mobile-
NetPay

Security High, MU
and V can
not double
spend and
double
deposit
a valid
payment
token

Medium,
double
spending
can be pre-
vented by
the use of
Vendor-
specific
scrip

High, NO
authorises
payment
& generate
a corre-
sponding
endorsement
hash for
V in every
payment

High, accord-
ing to the two
important
properties
of Hash, the
paywords will
not to be
forged.

Very high,
B keeps the
Seed Wn+1 to
prevent MU
and V from
overspending
and forging
paywords.

Anonymity Medium,
the privacy
of MU is
guaranteed
even if B
collides
with V

Low, B
knows who
and where
but not
what; V
knows what
not who

Medium,
user releases
payment
token to
Vendors
through
connection
to NO

Medium,
MU and ven-
dor adopt
anonymous
methods for
the transac-
tion

High, users
identity is
fully pro-
tected from
the Vendor

Low
perfor-
mance
impact and
robust

On-line,
the system
requires
MU to
contact B
for each
payment

Almost
On-line,
MU has
to be con-
nected to
the B when
MU changes
to new V

Offline for
B and On-
line for NO

Online, the
system re-
quires the
vendor con-
tacts broker
when MU
change to an-
other vendor

Offline,
transfer of T
and I between
the Vs or via
NO does not
involve B

Transfer-
ability

Very
low, token
withdrawn
from the B
is Vendor-
specific

Low, ven-
dor scrip
is Vendor-
specific and
has no value
to other
vendor

Medium,
generation
of endorse-
ment chain
commitment
for each visit

Low, MU and
the vendor ne-
gotiate a se-
cure one-way
hash function

High, coins
can be trans-
ferred freely
between Vs
for multiple
purchases
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Mobile-NetPay [8] is an off-line, debit-based protocol with the broker used
to verify touchstones initially per vendor and to buy/redeem e-coins. The
Mobile-NetPay protocol prevents mobile users from double spending using an
e-coin Index and any internal and external adversaries from forging. Mobile-
NetPay can easily handle multiple transactions between vendors. The pay-
words in Mobile-NetPay protocol are not user-specific and vendor-specific,
allowing a single e-wallet to provide payment across a wide range of vendors
of mobile content. Anonymity is preserved for the customer from the vendors
i.e. the vendors have no way of identifying the customers spending e-coins, as
in a cash-based conventional payment scenario.

7 Summary

We have been developing micro-payment protocols and software architectures
to realize these protocols for web-based customers and vendors. These proto-
cols can be extended to cater for peer-to-peer sharing networks and mobile
e-commerce. These new domains P2P networks and mobile e-commerce intro-
duce additional constraints and requirements. However the basic protocols and
architectures can be reused in these application domains. Key requirements of
customer anonymity to vendor; off-line (i.e. no continuous third party broker
involvement) support for customer/vendor interaction; very fast and compu-
tationally feasible encryption via one-way hash algorithms; and scalable archi-
tectures for very large scale customer, vendor and very low-value transactions,
can be met in these web e-commerce, P2P and mobile e-commerce domains.
We are currently implementing our P2P-NetPay and Mobile-NetPay micro-
payment models and validating this with on-line information vending appli-
cations (including e-greeting card, e-music and informational content sites).
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